
The Bright Side 
of the Brand
Going beyond “purpose” to 
build brighter brands and 
better businesses



What the heck 
does “purpose” 
even mean?



as an anchor

as a north-star 

as a differentiator  

as a business model

as a responsibility 

as a calling

as a cause

as a campaign

as a credo/tagline

as marketing fluff

as a cure-all

as nonsense

Purpose >    Keeps you grounded
>    Identify your “true-north” 
>    The unique value you bring to the world
>    One-for-One models, B-Corps, 1% for the planet
>    Corporate Responsibility / Sustainability
>    Purpose-oriented workforce (“whole self”)
>    Mission-driven organizations (NGO’s / CBO’s)
>    Cause marketing 
>  “Accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy”
>    Cocktails with purpose 
>    Toxic culture? Uninspiring stories? Inept leadership?
>



#purposewashing



If you make 
everything bold, 
nothing is bold.
-Art Webb



Purpose as a lever - a means to a 
variety of desirable ends. 

Going beyond “purpose”
If we want to harness purpose to foster greater 
differentiation, greater engagement, and more 
authentic connections, we have to work a bit 
harder to stay ahead of the curve. 

We have to push beyond a simple purpose 
statement and show - not just tell - 
our stakeholders that our commitment 
to purpose is genuine. 

We have to be specific about how and 
where purpose can make a difference. 



A special place reserved for brands that aren’t afraid to do the hard 
work to ensure their “purpose” is more than just words on a page, 
or a campaign tagline.

Brighter Brands know who they are, and what they stand for; they 
understand that they’re a part of a larger community; and their 
actions demonstrate an interest in the well-being of society at-large. 

The Bright Side
of the Brand

They have vibrant cultures, tell inspiring stories, and 
take bold action. As a result they shine more brightly. 



We can build Brighter Brands by leveraging our power* to influence 
three key aspects of brand:

LeadershipStorytelling

Building Brighter Brands

Culture

Anyone who has influence on brand building, brand strategy, and branded communications; 
E.g. CEOs and executive leaders, brand, marketing, communications and HR leaders

*



Knowing who you are, what you stand for, 
and creating space for people who share 
your values to join you in pursuit of a 
common vision

Some working 
definitions

Leading by example and inspiring 
others to follow 

Bright
Leadership

Painting a clear picture of the world - 
and your role in it - in a way that inspires 
and empowers others to take part

Bright
Storytelling

Bright
CultureSTANDPOINT

WORLDVIEW

ACTIONS



Bright Culture



Clear mission, vision, and values (and yes, purpose) 

“We are ____. We believe ____. We value ____.” 

Clear plan for pursuing your vision that allows everyone to 
see how their work connects to the bigger picture

No gap between stated values and actual values

What exactly 
are we talking 
about?

>   

>   

>   

Brands with bright cultures 
have a clear “Brand Standpoint.”
Standpoint: a position from which objects or principles are 
viewed and according to which they are compared and 
judged.

>   



What does
Bright Culture 
look like?



Fulfilling

Nourishing

Inclusive

>   Foster Relationships, Impact, Growth

>   Support wellness and concept of “whole self”

>   Collaborative, learning-oriented, 360° communication

Bright Cultures are









Put people 
first

Creating  
Bright Culture

Frame it in the 
appropriate 

(broad) context
Live your 

values 
Sharpen your 

vision



Bright Storytelling



What exactly 
are we talking 
about?

Informed by your brand standpoint 
(“We are ___. We believe ___. We value ___.”)

Rooted in your brand worldview
 (“The world is ____.”)

Catering to your audiences’ evolving needs

Brand concept that is multifaceted and multidimensional; beyond 
advertising and explicit product marketing

Painting a clear picture of the world – 
and your role in it – in a way that inspires 
and empowers others to take part

>   

>   

>   

>   



BrandYOU
(stakeholder)

Most of us experience brands from a singular, narrow, 
subjective POV...



Brighter
Brand

...but in reality, brands are more dynamic than that.

Consumers/
customers

Employees/
Leaders

Investors

Government/
Regulators

Suppliers

NGO’s

Community



What does 
Bright Storytelling 
look like?



Bright “storytellers” are:

Compelling

Human

Confident

Focus on others, not just self; inspire conviction

Imperfect, conscientious, committed to self-improvement 

Comfortable in your own skin, unapologetic about who you
are and what you stand for

>   

>   

>   











Creating  
Brighter Storytelling

Sharpen your 
origin story

(or turning point)

Balance substance 
and storytelling

Stop treating 
purpose as 
penance

Embrace your role 
as a storyteller

Speak in one voice



Bright Leadership
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What exactly are we talking about?

Source: Bradberry and Kruse; Emotional Intelligence 2.0

Leadership A process of social influence to maximize 
the efforts of others towards a common goal=

A strategy to build a 
competitive advantage

Means the work of 
leadership is never done

Charisma/charm; 
ability to lead people

Leaders don’t have to 
do it all themselves



What does 
Bright Leadership 
look like?



Optimistic

Courageous

Visionary

Inspire others with an unwavering belief that the future is bright>   

>   

>   They know where they’re heading and they bring others along

Tackle tough issues because you choose to, not because you must

“Bright Leaders” are:











Creating  
Brighter Leadership

Support 
divergent 
thinking

Leaders are 
everywhere

Take a 
stand

Get off the 
gravy train 

(before it’s too late)



Bright
Leadership

Bright
Storytelling

Building Brighter Brands

Bright
Culture

Standpoint Worldview Actions

No clear mission, vision, 
values (and purpose)

No clear 
standpoint= No clear 

worldview= = No clear action 
required



The Bright Side of the Brand
Guusje Bendeler
Guusje@thinkparallax.com
@GuusjeBendeler

Tyler Wagner
Tyler@thinkparallax.com
@Ty_Wags

THANK YOU!

A tool that helps us:

Decipher how and why some brands shine 
brighter than others

Identify patterns and techniques that we can 
apply on our own

Transform the role that brands play in our lives, 
and the world 

Accelerate a shift to a world where brands are 
catalysts for meaningful change

Join us Oct. 9-11 in Zion National Park for 
“InsightOutside: a retreat on purpose”
ioretreat.com 

>   

>   

>   

>   
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